**PUMPING EQUIPMENT**

**AMT / IPT Pumps**
Various general use pumps and accessories. Quick shipments and most models available within 24 hrs.

**ITT Goulds Pumps**
ANSI, process, water, sewage, slurry, mag drive, non-metallic, pumps used in the oil and gas, mining, power gen., chemical, pulp and paper, and general industrial markets.

**A-C Fire Pumps - Xylem**
Leaders in supplying fire protection, package systems, fire pump systems, fire, pumps, end suction, vertical turbine pumps.

**Flygt Submersibles**
Submersible column pumps, ultra low head submersible water pumps, submersible dewatering pumps, wastewater and treatment.

**Ampco Pumps**
A complete line of Sanitary Lobe & Circumferential Piston Pump, Sanitary Centrifugal Pump that interchange with brands like Waukesha and Fristam.

**Gorman Rupp Pumps**
Self priming, centrifugal, trash pump, and gear pumps used in many industrial, municipal, and petroleum markets.

**Ampco Applied Products**
Sanitary pumps, mixers, blenders and powder inducers used in food processing, brewing, dairy and pharmaceutical.

**ITT Goulds Pumps**
ANSI, process, water, sewage, slurry, mag drive, non-metallic, pumps used in the oil and gas, mining, power gen., chemical, pulp and paper, and general industrial markets.

**AMT / IPT Pumps**
Various general use pumps and accessories. Quick shipments and most models available within 24 hrs.

**Goulds Water Technology - Xylem**
Efficient centrifugal and turbine pumps, controllers and drives for industrial water and wastewater applications.

**ARO Pumps**
Air-operated diaphragm pumps, piston pumps, pneumatic valves, pneumatic cylinders, filter regulators, and lubrication equipment.

**Gusher Pumps**
Machine tool coolant pumps and vertical top pull-out centrifugal pumps.

**Cascate Pumps**
Axial flow and mixed flow pumping equipment used for flood control, water and sewage treatment, mining, food processing, and many other vertical pump applications.

**Hydra-Cell - Wanner**
High pressure cam driven pumps and metering pumps used with abrasive, corrosive and thick liquid handling.

**Cat Pumps**
High-pressure piston and plunger pumps, used in cleaning, food processing, reverse osmosis and more. Pumps, systems and parts.

**Lutz Pumps**
Electric and air-operated drum and container pumps used in chemical, food, soap, fuel and many other applications.

**CIRCOR Pumping Technologies**
Providing the highest levels of reliability through trusted product brands Allweiler, Clarus, COT-PURITECH, Houttuin, IMO, LSC, Lubritech, Rosscor, Sicelub, Tushaco, Warren, and Zenith pumps.

**LMI - Milton Roy Pumps**
Metering pumps, controllers, feed systems, solenoid driven and diaphragm pumps used in chemical dosing and injection.

**Flygt A-C Custom Pumps**
Axial flow pumps, large dry pit pumps, split case and vertical column pumps.

**March Pumps**
Centrifugal seal-less magnetic drive pumps for chemical, industrial, medical, marine, solar and OEM applications.
Milton Roy Metering Pumps
Precision metering pumps known for long life, used in chemical dosing in many high pressure applications.

MP Pumps
Centrifugal pumps in stainless steel, cast iron, and more. Manufacturer of FLOMAX self priming pumps.

MTH Pumps
Regenerative turbines for low flow, high pressure applications used in boiler feed, refrigeration, condensate return and more.

Price Pumps
Highly configurable small to mid-sized centrifugal pumps in various materials with many sealing options.

Pulsafeeder Pumps - (Gear & Centrifugal)
Gear pumps, mag-drive gear pumps, and multi-stage centrifugal pumps. Models include: Eastern, Isochem, ECO and Eclipse.

Pulsafeeder Pumps - (Blue) IDEX
Solenoid and diaphragm driven metering pumps. Pulsatron, Chem-Tech, Mec-O-Matic, Chem-Tech, Blackline, Omni and Series-M.

Roper Pumps
Rotary gear pumps used primarily in heavy viscous fluids such as chocolate, asphalt, glues, inks, fuels and syrups.

SEEPEX Pumps
State-of-the-art, open-hopper, industrial and food grade progressive cavity pumps and integral metering, mixing and conveying pumping / dosing systems.

Stenner Pumps
Peristaltic metering pumps used in dosing and metering, pH control, additives, and sanitation.

Stan-Cor Pumps
Solid Kynar Centrifugal Pumps that offer solid fluid ends in two different materials for chemical resistance and temperature limits.

T-Mag Pumps
Thermoplastic magnet drive pumps commonly used where aggressive chemicals and quick deliveries are a concern.

Tsurumi Pumps
Vast range of submersible pumps engineered to withstand the most rugged applications.

Vogelsang
Pumps and grinders specifically engineered for wastewater, biogas, railway, mining, food processing, industrial and agricultural markets.

Vulcan Pumps
Iron and high-chrome iron hard metal submersible slurry pumps designed for pumping abrasive and corrosive liquids.

Milton Roy Metering Pumps
Precision metering pumps known for long life, used in chemical dosing in many high pressure applications.

MP Pumps
Centrifugal pumps in stainless steel, cast iron, and more. Manufacturer of FLOMAX self priming pumps.

MTH Pumps
Regenerative turbines for low flow, high pressure applications used in boiler feed, refrigeration, condensate return and more.

Price Pumps
Highly configurable small to mid-sized centrifugal pumps in various materials with many sealing options.

Pulsafeeder Pumps - (Gear & Centrifugal)
Gear pumps, mag-drive gear pumps, and multi-stage centrifugal pumps. Models include: Eastern, Isochem, ECO and Eclipse.

Pulsafeeder Pumps - (Blue) IDEX
Solenoid and diaphragm driven metering pumps. Pulsatron, Chem-Tech, Mec-O-Matic, Chem-Tech, Blackline, Omni and Series-M.

Roper Pumps
Rotary gear pumps used primarily in heavy viscous fluids such as chocolate, asphalt, glues, inks, fuels and syrups.

SEEPEX Pumps
State-of-the-art, open-hopper, industrial and food grade progressive cavity pumps and integral metering, mixing and conveying pumping / dosing systems.

Stenner Pumps
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Stan-Cor Pumps
Solid Kynar Centrifugal Pumps that offer solid fluid ends in two different materials for chemical resistance and temperature limits.

T-Mag Pumps
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Vast range of submersible pumps engineered to withstand the most rugged applications.

Vogelsang
Pumps and grinders specifically engineered for wastewater, biogas, railway, mining, food processing, industrial and agricultural markets.

Vulcan Pumps
Iron and high-chrome iron hard metal submersible slurry pumps designed for pumping abrasive and corrosive liquids.
**PUMP SUPPORT PRODUCTS**

**Blach Fluid Control**
Pulsation dampeners, “Spill-Stop” leak containment systems, gauge isolators and “Super Shield” surge vessels.

**Garlock® - One Up® Diaphragms**
Durable and versatile diaphragms that last significantly longer than other conventional PTFE diaphragms.

**Load Controls Inc.**
Pump and fast-response digital load controls.

**PolyShield Structural Technologies**
Chemical-resistant foundation system constructed of polymer concrete.

**Sealryt**
Custom stuffing box bearing; patented “Pre-Twist” packing technology using unique textiles and split glands.

**PumpSmart - ITT**
Pump specific control drives with state of the art logic to control process and prevent pump damage.

**John Crane**
Mechanical seal, seal support, hydrodynamic bearings, packing and power transmission couplings.

**Uniguard Machine Guards**
Custom and standard non-metallic ANSI / OSHA - compliant pump and equipment guards.

**Blach Fluid Control**
Pulsation dampeners, “Spill-Stop” leak containment systems, gauge isolators and “Super Shield” surge vessels.

**Garlock® - One Up® Diaphragms**
Durable and versatile diaphragms that last significantly longer than other conventional PTFE diaphragms.

**Griffco Valves**
Back pressure valves, pressure relief valves, calibration columns, injection valves, corporate stops, gauge guards, pulsation dampers, Y strainers, and other accessories.

**Inpro/Seal**
Inpro/Seal bearing and systems protection, shaft grounding, air seals and floating brush seals.

**US Seals**
Seals designed to give long life, provide automatic selfadjustment and reduce maintenance costs.

**John Crane**
Mechanical seal, seal support, hydrodynamic bearings, packing and power transmission couplings.

**Uniguard Machine Guards**
Custom and standard non-metallic ANSI / OSHA - compliant pump and equipment guards.

**TENCARVA ANNOUNCEMENT**

Tencarva Machinery is pleased to announce we made the switch to ARO®, a world-leading brand of Ingersoll Rand, and recognized by end-users and customers globally as the most reliable brand in the industry.

Tencarva Machinery Company is now the authorized distributor for ARO Fluid Products for the State of Florida.

- Air Operated Diaphragm Pumps
- Parts and Repair
- Piston Pumps
- Pneumatic Valves
- Pneumatic Cylinders
- Filter Regulators
- Lubrication Equipment
LIQUID PROCESS EQUIPMENT

**Elmo-Rietschle - Gardner Denver**
Sliding Vane vacuums and compressors.

**Rosedale Filters**
Liquid filtration products such as bag filters, screen filters, cartridge filters, housings, bags and strainers.

**NASH - Gardner Denver**

**Standard Xchange a Xylem Brand**
The industry's broadest range of heat transfer solutions for a broad variety of applications.

**PD Blowers - Gardner Denver**
Rotary-Sutorbilt, Heliﬂow, Duroﬂow, Cycloblower and complete engineered blower package solution.

**Fusion Fluid Equipment - Mixers**
Industrial and Sanitary mixers, mixing accessories, and complete agitation systems for various processes.

**Welch - Gardner Denver**
Laboratory grade vacuum pumps.

**TOSHIBA**
Toshiba offers electromagnetic flowmeters, microwave density analyzers, programmable logic controllers, hybrid integrated control platforms, and DCS & PLC integrated systems.

**Delta Cooling Towers**
HDPE Induced and Forced Draft cooling towers to 2000 cooling tons. Anti-Microbial design also available.

**ProService - ITT**
Capabilities include predictive maintenance, condition monitoring, reliability improvement and maintenance contracts.

**Kennedy Valve Disc-Ply Check**
Full-line waterworks valve and manufacturer, seated gate valves, check valves, butterfly valves, indicator posts, grooved butterfly valves and an assortment of related products.

**Procast - ITT**
High quality replacement parts for all types of equipment. Cast reproductions of orphaned equipment parts.

**SEW-Eurodrive**
Gearmotors & heavy industrial gears, to drive electronics, software and complete drive-based automation systems.

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

TECHNICAL TRAINING

Make Tencarva your source for professional development training.

- Full-day on site training seminars are designed to educate you on relevant issues and equip you with the skills and competencies you need to maximize your equipment potential.
- Hands-on demos for most technical subjects.
- Many of our courses can be used as material for professional education (CPE) credit, so our training helps you maintain your professional certifications, too.
Tencarva Service Shops & Field Service

- Tencarva Repair Centers
- Field Service/Start Up
- Centrifugal Pump Repair
- Vertical Turbine Repair
- Submersible Pump Repair-Richmond, VA
- Impeller Balancing
- Laser Alignment
- Gearbox Repair-Macon, GA
- Vibration Analysis - Brookhaven, MS
- Thermal Imaging - Brookhaven, MS
- Positive Material Identification (PMI) Analyzing

CUSTOM FABRICATION

Equipment Packages
Tencarva designs and builds systems to your specific requirements.

- Multi-Pump Packages
- Booster Stations
- Vacuum and Blower Systems
- Chemical Dosing Skids
- Control Panel Integration
- Certified Surface Polishes
- Digital Instrumentation

How can we help you build the perfect solution for your facility?

CONTACT YOUR TENCARVA LOCATION TODAY

Jacksonville, Florida
Phone: (904) 733-8144
10475 Fortune Parkway, Suite 220
Jacksonville, FL 32256

Lakeland, Florida
Phone: (863) 665-7867
3524 Craftsman Blvd,
Lakeland, FL 33803

www.hudsonpump.com